Course _______________
Date ________________

Name ______________
4-digit Code______________

Pre-/Post-Test on Big Datasets
Please choose a 4-digit code that you’ll be able to remember (such as the last four digits
of your phone number) and enter it in the line above and in the “Special Codes” section
of your bubble sheet.
Please answer the multiple choice questions on the bubble sheet.
There are two images or tables at the end which may be used to answer some of the
following questions. They have the same data (numbers) but different sections are
highlighted. Feel free to tear the pages off.
1.

The highlighted table section in Image 1, labeled D and going all the way up and
down, is called a _______.
a. Cell
c. Header
b. Column
d. Row

2. This type of plot or chart lets you examine one column of data and find its
distribution.
a. Column plot
b. Histogram
c. Polygraph
d. Scatter
3. Quasars are…
a. star clusters
b. pulsating stars
c. cores of active galaxies
d. nearby extremely bright stars
4. If we wanted to look at a bunch of information about only one object, we would
look at ___________.
a. the up-and-down area labeled D in Image 1
b. the left-to-right area labeled 12 in Image 2
c. a single cell, such as D12
d. that information is not available here
5. Based on the tables, which of the following quasars is closest to us?
a. 00084063+011419.1
b. 004332.71+002459.8
c. 021231.56-074459.7
d. 032103.15+010927.6

6. If a quasar had very strong jets we would expect it to be ________ in radio
emission.
a. bright or loud
b. dim or quiet
c. same as if it had weak jets
d. not enough information to answer
7. Which of the following would be good evidence to show that quasars are all
located far away?
a. They are all located in a similar part of the sky.
b. They all have large values for the redshift.
c. They all are faint in radio emission.
d. They are all not optically resolved.
8. If you wanted to study quasars with similar types of jets, which of the following
would you want to have similar values?
a. Declination
b. Radio magnitude
c. Redshift
d. Right Ascension
9. Compare and contrast a row to a column. Describe the differences and
similarities between them, as well as what sort of information tends to go in each.

10. Explain how a graph such as a histogram or scatter plot could help you determine
whether there are any trends or flaws in a dataset.

11. What steps would you use to approach a large dataset? Explain why you would
take these steps and how these steps can help you to evaluate the information
contained in the dataset.
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